
Sheer brilliance
No matter where the machinery is manufactured and where it will be used: Pilz enables machine manufacturers and machine users to interpret and  
apply relevant standards for automation and safety all over the world. 
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Safety at a glance
Pilz optoelectronic sensor  

devices are particularly well suited  

wherever personnel are frequently 

required to enter a danger zone  

or where material needs to be  

inserted.  
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“Security is a living thing”
Bernd Eisenhuth, a security expert,  

in an interview about the theory and  

practice of security measures.  
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Safely manage  
hazardous energies
Lock Out Tag Out programmes  

are in demand worldwide for  

safe isolation of energy sources.  
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Consistent and clear standards were derived 

from the new Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

and specified for the European Economic Area. 

There are comparable stipulations in other parts 

of the world. In many countries individual, legally 

mandatory standards and directives must  

be met prior to commissioning a production  

line. If a local entrepreneur wants to ship his  

machine to South Korea, he will have to deal 

with the strict requirements of KOSHA  

(Korea Occupational Safety and Health Agency). 

If the requirements of the Korean certification  

authority are not fully met and documented,  

the import will be declined. This task may  

easily exceed the capacity of a medium-sized 

company.

Global players who produce identical products 

in different countries on automated plants  

expect comparable product features. Their  

facilities must meet the same high quality and 

safety standards worldwide. Furthermore, they 

need to comply with the national standards  

and directives of the relevant countries. Those 

who want to market their machines in Brazil 

should be familiar with the Brazilian regulatory 

standard NR-12. A manufacturer who delivers 

machines to the US must apply the relevant  

voluntary consensus standards such as those 

developed by ANSI and be aware that a  

machine user also has to comply with OSHA 

(Occupational Safety and Health Administration) 

regulations.

Create trust, provide trust

“Companies contacting us anticipate and know 

that Pilz will be able to do the job,” says John 

McAuliffe, Vice President of Pilz International 

Services Group (ISG). ISG functions as the  

headquarters that coordinates and supports  

international services projects with comprehen-

sive skills and the respective resources required. 

The confidence shown by customers is not a  

coincidence: The family-owned company runs 

40 subsidiaries and 17 trading partners world-

wide. They support customers with engineering 

and consulting services related to automation 

and safety both directly and locally. The port-

folio includes, for example, risk assessment,  

the creation of a safety concept as well as  

international compliance assessment.
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